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Levi Strauss  Ferdinand De Saussuare 1857-1913



 ward  1945 


Anthropologic structurale (paris 
 1958)
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 Philology 






 


 Synchronic  Diachronic 

 Diachronic 
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''The linguist must take the study of linguistic structure as



his primary concern and relate all other magnifications of

language to it." 53

Langue 
 Parole 










 Parole  Langue 
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 Linguistic Competence 



"The faculty of articulating words is put to use only by

means of the linguistic instrument created and provided by

society." 55





 







 Signs 


 Nomenclature 







"A linguistic sign is not a link between a thing and a name

but between a concept and a sound pattern." 56

 Form  


 System of signs 


"……….it (structuralism) is concerned with 'language' in a

most general sense: not just the language of utterance in

speech and writing. It is concerned with signs and thus with

signification. Structuralist theory considers all connections

and codes of communication; for example, all forms of

signal (smoke, fire, traffic lights, Morse, hags, gesture),

body language. Clothes, artifacts, status, symbols and so

on." 57

   Signified  Signifier  Sign 


 Referent 

 Referent 







 Arbitrary 
 


 Real objects 
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 Conventional





 Nomenclature 



 Signs 




 Syntagmatic  Paradigmatic







 Syntagmatic 


 Paradigmatic  Syntagmatic 
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 Synchronic 















Context

Addresser Message Addresse

Contact

Code





  






 

 

 

 










 De Code 



 Functions 


"The diversity lies not in a monopoly of some of these

several functions but in different hierarchical order of

functions." 60







 Preferential system


  Poetics 






















 


 Mimetic Criticism 



 Expressine Criticism

  New Criticism 
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"In Contradiction to the interpretation of particular works,

it does not seek to name meaning, but aims at a knowledge

of the general laws that preside over the birth of each

work."  62








"……… The major sin in criticism is not to have an

ideology but to keep quiet about it."  63 
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